Girls Chase Boys

1. It was the first day of *Now or Never Week* and the girls literally had Roméo Don Sobocinski and Jim Fritzlen tree'd in front of the Administration Building. Their smiling faces indicate that the girls probably got their dates in spite of the trouble they had chasing the boys.

2. During the "Sooner Scandals" which climaxes *Now or Never Week* two Pi Beta Phis are pictured in a scene entitled *Marge*. Their act was a take-off on Show Business.

3. The prize-winning boys from Theta Xi are caught in the middle of their sober-faced act "Cigaretts'n Whiskey and Wild, Wild Women" which brought down the house.

4. Virginia Holmes won the single act prize for women with her handling of "Goodbye My Lady Love" which she sang in true Gay-Ninety form.

5. The Delta Gammas didn't hide their "gams" in this spiritual type dance entitled "Delta Boogie."

6. Two Kappa Alpha Thetas—Pat Riley and Mary Little—watch their rivals perform while waiting their turn during rehearsals to give an act entitled "Sunday by the Sea."